CTK7 Editorial Note

This new issue of Con-Textos Kantianos (CTK) contains an interview by Óscar Cubo with Professor Bernd Dörflinger, President of the Kant Gesellschaft, which continues the series of conversations and interviews that our journal offered from its first issue. Next issue (December 2018) will contain a monographic section devoted to Kant and Marx, coinciding with the Bicentennial of Karl Marx. CTK 7 displays a Dossier, coordinated by Cassandra Basile (Univ. of Pisa, Italy), under the title: Dialectics of Reason, Teleology and Idea of the World in Kant, besides a Discussion with the title Kant on Feeling.

The section Kant’s Translation present an anthology of fragmentary texts from Kant’s Anthropology Collins, translated and edited by the Portuguese Kant scholar, Fernando Silva (CFUL, Portugal). The 16 articles offer contributions by Kant scholars from Germany, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Romania and Russia, and they are written in five of the six languages admitted by CTK (German, Spanish, French, English, Italian and Portuguese).

Con-Textos Kantianos has begun its fourth year of life and it is already indexed in prestigious rankings, as the ESCI of WoS and Scopus. It appears in eighth position among the first twenty five Spanish journals of philosophy, accompanied by others with a large experience, as Isegoría, which occupies the third position:


The Digital Kantian Library, closely connected with our journal —CTK E-Books— already has a website (https://ctkebooks.net) and has published five volumes in two of its series (Dialectica, Hemeneutica, Quaestiones y Traslatio). The last one was released in cooperation with the UNAM and the National University of Colombia: https://ctkebooks.net/dialectica/la-filosofia-practica-de-kant/
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